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Abstract: The Social Internet of Things (SIoT) paradigm combines the benefits of social networks
with IoT networks to create more collaborative and efficient systems, offering enhanced scalability,
better navigability, flexibility, and dynamic decision making. However, SIoT also presents challenges
related to dynamic friendship selection, privacy and security, interoperability, and standardization.
To fully unlock the potential of SIoT, it is crucial to establish semantic interoperability between the
various entities, applications, and networks that comprise the system. This paper introduces the
Semantic Social Network of Things Middleware (S2NetM), which leverages social relationships to
enhance semantic interoperability in SIoT systems. The S2NetM employs semantic reasoning and
alignment techniques to facilitate the creation of dynamic, context-aware social networks of things
that can collaboratively work together and enable new opportunities for IoT-based solutions. The
main contributions of this paper are the specification of the S2NetM and the associated ontology, as
well as the discussion of a case study demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed solution.

Keywords: social relationships; ontology; middleware; social network of things; semantic
reasoning; interoperability

1. Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has transformed the way we interact with the world,
bringing greater connectivity and intelligence to devices and systems, especially in the
context of smart cities [1]. However, traditional IoT networks have limitations in terms of
intelligence, context-awareness, and interoperability, which impede their ability to create
value for businesses and individuals [2,3]. This is where the Social Internet of Things (SIoT)
paradigm comes in; it combines the best of social networks with IoT networks to create a
more collaborative and efficient system [4,5].

One of the main benefits of SIoT is its ability to facilitate collaboration and cooperation
between devices and applications [6,7]. This results in more streamlined and effective
processes, as devices and applications can work together to achieve common goals [5].
Additionally, SIoT offers enhanced scalability, allowing systems to handle large amounts
of data and devices, which can be used to create complex, distributed networks [8]. In
addition, the adoption and utilization of the SIoT paradigm presents several other benefits.
One of these advantages is better navigability in a dynamic network of billions of devices,
enabling faster access times among devices [9]. SIoT takes advantage of an enhanced
connection to find an optimal navigable route between components, and each node has
knowledge of the surrounding nodes and the capability to choose friends to navigate the
global system [10].

Another advantage is flexibility, as SIoT is customized to social network behavior to
enable friends to search and connect with each other [11]. The node’s connection searches
faster by accepting the friends’ structure, and each node has the necessary information
about its friends, neighboring nodes, and the respective concerned friends. This feature
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eliminates the need for centralized traditional systems, and there is no limitation on the
number of nodes that can be connected in an SIoT. Additionally, SIoT provides decision-
making models based on the shared level of trustworthiness between friends [12]. This
situation improves SIoT reliability because the node interacts exclusively with trustworthy
friends, leading to dynamic discovery of services, higher data access, and real-time decision
making in more effective and efficient ways [13].

On the other hand, the SIoT presents several challenges that need to be addressed to
fully exploit the potential of this paradigm [14]. One of the main challenges is the dynamic
nature of social interactions among IoT devices. Relationship selection mechanisms need
to be adaptive and capable of adjusting to changes in the social context [10,15]. Static
approaches may lead to suboptimal or even ineffective social interactions. Thus, there is
a need for dynamic friendship selection mechanisms, such as dynamic ontology-based
reasoning, to enable efficient and effective social interactions among IoT devices [9,16].

Another challenge is related to privacy and security in SIoT environments [17,18]. IoT
devices may collect sensitive data about users and their social interactions, which could
be used for malicious purposes. Therefore, there is a need for robust privacy and security
mechanisms that can protect users’ data and ensure the trustworthiness of social interac-
tions among IoT devices [19]. One possible solution is to incorporate privacy and security
policies into the ontology used to model social interactions [20]. Such policies could govern
the access and use of users’ data and enable fine-grained control over social interactions.

Moreover, semantic interoperability and standardization are key challenges in
SIoT [21–24] environments. The heterogeneity of IoT devices and the lack of standard
protocols and interfaces may hinder social interactions among devices from different ven-
dors or platforms. Thus, there is a need for interoperable and standardized solutions that
enable seamless social interactions among IoT devices. Ontologies can play a crucial role
in this regard by providing a common semantic framework for modeling social interac-
tions [25–29] among IoT devices. Standardization efforts, such as the development of
common APIs and protocols, can also facilitate interoperability among IoT devices from
different vendors and platforms [30].

Furthermore, the emergence of novel social relationships that surpass traditional
human-to-human interactions presents a significant challenge [13]. In the SIoT landscape,
interactions involving humans, devices, and hybrid social entities have grown increasingly
complex. To fully unlock the potential of the SIoT paradigm, there is a pressing need to de-
velop robust mechanisms that can effectively manage and harmonize these interactions [31].
Failing to address this challenge not only hampers the seamless integration of these entities,
but also restricts the realization of the SIoT paradigm’s complete potential.

Additionally, efficient service discovery mechanisms are essential to enable seamless
integration and resource allocation in heterogeneous SIoT environments [32]. The ability to
discover and access services across different entities and applications within the SIoT system
is crucial for its smooth operation and to maximize potential benefits. Developing a generic
solution adaptable to multiple domains is an imperative challenge to overcome [8,11,33]. A
scalable and interoperable solution that can be readily applied to diverse domains within
the SIoT ecosystem promotes efficiency, interoperability, and reusability. Finally, rigorous
evaluations using representative use case scenarios [13,34] are indispensable to validate the
effectiveness and practicality of SIoT solutions.

Our proposed middleware, the Semantic Social Network of Things Middleware
(S2NeTM), is specifically designed to tackle critical issues in the SIoT domain. With
its innovative features and functionalities, S2NeTM offers comprehensive solutions to
overcome obstacles in areas such as semantic interoperability, where S2NeTM leverages
advanced ontology and reasoning mechanisms to establish a standardized communication
framework and data format. This ensures seamless data exchange and meaningful interac-
tion among diverse IoT devices within social contexts. Additionally, S2NeTM incorporates
dynamic relationship selection, trustworthiness management, and efficient service discov-
ery, effectively addressing the evolving needs of SIoT environments. Furthermore, through
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evaluation using a real use case scenario, our middleware demonstrates its effectiveness,
practicality, and real-world applicability.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. The specification of the S2NeTM, integrating a variety of components, including
Context Management, driving data analysis and context-aware services; Owner Control, en-
suring access security, privacy, and device ownership; User Profiling, fostering personal-
ization; Service Discovery, promoting seamless connectivity; Trustworthiness Management,
ensuring system reliability; Friendship Selection and Relationship Management, enabling
efficient interactions through social connections; and Semantic Engines, facilitating
semantic data interpretation. Collectively, these components form the foundation of
advanced SIoT applications.

2. The development of an ontology, providing a standardized vocabulary for describ-
ing the relationships between IoT devices, which thereby facilitates the semantic
annotation and reasoning of heterogeneous data within the proposed S2NeTM.

3. An evaluation with a real-world use case, the “Green Route”, demonstrating the
effectiveness of the proposed S2NeTM within a smart city environment. The Green
Route provides a personalized, eco-friendly route planning service to users. The evalu-
ation demonstrates that S2NeTM enhances the quality of social IoT services, provides
personalized recommendations, and significantly improves the user experience.

In order to accomplish our goals, we explore the following research questions concern-
ing the impact of the S2NeTM approach on enhancing semantic interoperability, improving
social IoT service quality, and addressing limitations and challenges:

RQ1. How do the S2NeTM components enable social relationships among IoT devices,
and facilitate communication and data sharing within a network?

RQ2. What are the benefits of using the S2NeTM in IoT environments, and how does
it compare to other middleware solutions in terms of challenges addressed and limitations?

RQ3. How can the S2NeTM be customized and adapted to support specific use cases
and applications in different domains?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of
the related work in ontology-based social IoT solutions. Section 3 describes the proposed
S2NeTM in detail, including its general context and components. It also discusses the
S2NeTM ontology, which is used in the semantic annotation and reasoning modules of the
proposed solution. Section 4 describes the Green Route use case and demonstrates how the
S2NeTM is applied in this use case. Section 5 conveys the results of this study, centered
on the research questions that directed the inquiry, and discusses prospective paths for
advancing future research in this field. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In the context of SIoT, semantics play a crucial role in enabling the interoperability
and intelligent decision-making capabilities of devices and systems. Various approaches
have been proposed to incorporate semantics into SIoT, with the aim of addressing the
challenges of heterogeneity, scalability, and complexity that arise in such environments.
These approaches include ontology-based modeling, semantic web technologies, and
machine learning algorithms that leverage semantic data. In this section, we review the
existing literature on SIoT approaches that utilize semantics, with a focus on their strengths
and limitations.

In a related work, the authors propose an architecture and framework for the SIoT
called Socialite [35]. They discuss the concept of merging IoT with social networks and
propose new relationships for the SIoT. The authors also present use cases for the SIoT
and demonstrate how Socialite allows for sharing of information between human users
and devices. They introduce semantic models for users, devices, locations, and their
relationships, which enable interactions based on rules for relationship management,
automation, context generation, social gamification, and common goal management. The
authors implemented and demonstrated their concepts by integrating various devices
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with different functionalities into a single testbed, explicitly representing the relationships
between users and devices, and using open-source software.

In another piece of research, a new framework aimed at achieving semantic friendship
selection in SIoT networks was introduced [36]. The approach involves the interconnection
of smart social objects using a semantic ontology model, and interaction through social
network platforms. The main strength of the approach lies in its ability to deliver a satis-
fying user experience and demonstrate high levels of correctness. However, a significant
weakness of the proposed framework is its exponential increase in latency and memory
usage when the number of smart objects is increased.

The integration of SIoT and cognitive IoT has been also proposed through smart soft-
ware agents and semantic web technologies [37]. This work introduced two ontologies to
provide semantic meaning to the relationships between smart objects, allowing for complex
decision making regarding goal management. The study concluded that the semantic
classification of physical object relationships can lead to appropriate deductive reasoning.
The use of scalable decision-making and machine learning algorithms can further enhance
relationship management (RM). The advantage of this work is that it provides RM capabili-
ties through a cognitive middleware and a set of semantic regulations. However, the lack
of real-world scenario evaluations for the proposed techniques is a limitation.

Another related work proposed a socially enabled IoT architecture for industrial
applications [38]. The authors introduce an ontology for industrial IoT and discuss the
benefits of semantic reasoning and real-time annotation in the proposed architecture. The
proposed architecture is accompanied by a practical implementation proposal and an
ontology called SIoIT-Ont, which provides semantic meaning to the proposed strategies.
The study demonstrated the usefulness of architecture for enabling social interactions,
facilitating collaboration and knowledge sharing among industrial IoT devices.

Another study proposed a semantic approach to the SIoT that included Web services
and REST principles, aiming to enhance its functionality [39]. This approach also allows
for the evolution of social networks into service creation environments, where users can
create their own services based on their Web services, devices, and context information.
Additionally, the proposed solution enables Web services to be connected to devices, thereby
integrating the Web with the IoT. The contribution of SIoT to the field is the provision of a
comprehensive and semantic approach that can enrich human life by enabling personalized
and context-aware services.

In a related work, researchers examined how the SIoT could potentially revolution-
ize technology by incorporating a social perspective into existing IoT applications [40].
The paper proposed an architecture for SIoT and outlined a semantic structure to im-
prove comprehension of the concepts and services. The author’s objective is to develop
a semantic-oriented platform architecture for SIoT and explore its integration into vari-
ous domains, including industrial manufacturing and agriculture. The goal is to create
a more comprehensive understanding of SIoT and establish its potential applications in
different fields.

A hybrid recommender system for IoT applications that combines ontology and col-
laborative filtering techniques to recommend services to users was presented in a relevant
work [41]. The proposed approach extends social relationships between users and objects
to find alternative sources of missing data. An ontology is used to describe relationships
between objects and users, while collaborative filtering is used to predict user preferences.
The experimental results showed that the proposed algorithm outperformed existing algo-
rithms in terms of accuracy. Future work includes incorporating spatiotemporal criteria to
improve accuracy, and applying privacy preservation techniques to consider the trust and
privacy of users.

Finally, a research study proposed a grey wolf algorithm-based user object affiliation
mechanism for smarter SIoT [42]. This approach combines object predilection and object
sociality to rank objects in SIoT. The proposed approach is a combination of preference,
semantic, and context-based approaches, and it has five different models. The paper also
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discusses a machine learning strategy using the maximum ranked neighborhood approach,
which focuses on the delivery of desired services. The proposed model achieved high
performance in terms of proper metrics after conducting extensive trials on two real-time
SIoT datasets. However, the model lacks a privacy management strategy and only considers
an undirected graph, which can be extended in future work. The proposed model can also
be used in other scopes of IoT with higher accuracy and certainty.

Table 1 presents an overview of the explored studies focusing on the utilization of
semantic technologies for SIoT. It highlights the strengths of these studies, in terms of the
challenges they address, as well as their existing limitations.

Table 1. Related work in semantic-based SIoT.

Study Ref. Year Semantic
Technologies Strengths Limitations

Socialite [35] 2015 ontology-based
modeling

semantic interoperability;
new relationships

lack of mechanisms for relationship
management, security trust and
privacy, and service discovery;

Virtual objects
in SIoT [36] 2018 ontology; semantic

web; virtual objects semantic interoperability

lack of mechanisms for relationship
management, security trust and
privacy, and service discovery;
absence of practical implementation

Cognitive
friendship in SIoT [37] 2017 ontology-based

modeling
semantic interoperability;
relationship management

limited security trust and privacy;
limited evaluation; lack of
scalability testing

SIoT for
industrial

applications
[38] 2019

ontology-based
modeling;
semantic
reasoning

semantic interoperability;
relationship management;
security trust and privacy;
service discovery

implementation and evaluation
limited to specific industrial
application; lack of scalability testing

Semantic service
creation platform

for SIoT
[39] 2014 ontology-based

modeling semantic interoperability

lack of relationship management
mechanisms; limited security trust
and privacy; lack of scalability
testing; absence of practical
implementation

Semantic-based
platform architecture

for SIoT [40] 2019

ontology-based
modeling;

collaborative
filtering

semantic interoperability;
service discovery

lack of relationship management
mechanisms; limited security
trust and privacy; lack of
scalability testing; absence of
practical implementation

Hybrid
recommender system [41] 2022

semantic web
technologies;

machine learning
algorithms

semantic interoperability;
service discovery;
evaluation with real use
case scenario

lack of relationship management
mechanisms; lack of privacy
management; lack of
scalability testing

Object recom-
mendation-based

friendship
selection

[42] 2021
semantic web
technologies;

knowledge graphs

relationship management;
dynamic relationship
selection; service discovery

lack of semantic
interoperability mechanisms;
limited evaluation, lack of practical
implementation; lack of
scalability testing

S2NetM this work

ontology-based
modeling;
semantic

reasoning;
ontology

alignment

semantic interoperability;
new social relationships;
relationship management;
dynamic relationship
selection; service discovery;
security trust and privacy;
evaluation with real use
case scenario

lack of scalability testing

In conclusion, the reviewed literature on SIoT approaches that utilize semantics high-
lights the significant progress made in addressing several of the challenges within this
field. The use of semantics has enabled SIoT to achieve a higher level of intelligence and
sociality, allowing for more efficient and effective interactions between objects and users.
However, despite the promising results, there are still some areas that require further
research and development. For instance, dynamic friendship selection is a critical area that
needs attention to achieve more accurate and reliable recommendations in SIoT networks.
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Additionally, privacy management and security issues remain a challenge that needs to
be addressed.

S2NetM stands out as a proposed solution that addresses some of the limitations of re-
lated works. S2NetM utilizes ontology-based modeling and semantic reasoning techniques,
which improve interoperability between heterogeneous systems. One of the strengths of
S2NetM is its ability to handle social relationships between users and devices through
ontology-based modeling. In addition, S2NetM addresses the limitations of other studies by
incorporating privacy preservation techniques and spatiotemporal criteria in its proposed
architecture. This can improve the accuracy of recommendations and personalized services
provided to users. The S2NetM design, with components distributed across different nodes,
enables faster processing and improved scalability. Furthermore, S2NetM has the potential
to integrate with edge computing, which can address the limitations of centralized systems
by reducing network latency and improving response time.

3. The Semantic Social Network of Things Middleware (S2NeTM)

In this section, we present the proposed S2NeTM that implements the concept of
the sociality of things and provides an overview of its architecture. This middleware
acts as a bridge between various entities/things in an IoT environment, allowing them
to communicate and share information more effectively. We will also discuss the various
social relationships that can exist between entities/things in an IoT environment, and how
they can be represented using the S2NeTM-associated ontology.

3.1. Foundational Concepts
3.1.1. Sociality of Things

The concept of socialization and collaboration among things is an essential component
of the IoT and ubiquitous computing vision [43]. This concept is based on the idea that
things can possess a form of social awareness and interact with each other to achieve
common goals. To enable such interactions, the development of social networks for things
is necessary [44]. These networks allow for communication, collaboration, and knowledge
sharing among objects, making the IoT ecosystem more intelligent, efficient, and user-
friendly. With socialization and collaboration, things can work together to create complex
systems that can solve real-world problems [45].

One of the benefits of socialization and collaboration among things is that it enables
them to learn from each other [46,47]. When objects are connected in a social network,
they can share knowledge and experiences, which can lead to more efficient and effective
decision making [48]. For instance, if an object has previously encountered a problem that
another object is facing, it can provide the necessary information to solve the problem
quickly. Furthermore, through collaboration, objects can work together to solve problems
that they could not otherwise solve individually. This allows for the creation of more
sophisticated and intelligent systems that can adapt to changing environmental conditions.

Another advantage of socialization and collaboration among things is that it allows
for the creation of more personalized and context-aware systems [32,49,50]. By leveraging
social networks, things can better understand their environment and the needs of users.
This enables them to provide more relevant and personalized services, such as adjusting
the temperature in a room based on the presence of users. Through collaboration, objects
can work together to provide more comprehensive services that cater to the needs of users.
In this way, socialization and collaboration are critical to creating more intelligent and
user-friendly IoT systems that enhance users’ quality of life [51].

3.1.2. Social Relationships

Atzori et al. [6,52] proposed various social relationships that can be created among
IoT objects, some of which we adopt in the context of S2NeTM. Some of these relationships
are static and can usually be determined in advance. Other relationships are dynamic and
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can be created when the conditions of the relationship are met. These relationships are
as follows:

• Parental Social Relationship: This is created between homogeneous objects of the same
type that were constructed within a close time period by the same manufacturer. This
is a static relationship, i.e., created at the beginning, when the node is installed in the
SIoT network. It is not implemented in the S2NeTM-associated ontology.

• Co-Location Social Relationship: This is created even between heterogeneous objects
that are in the same location at a specific time, such as sensors in the same smart
city or smart home. In some cases, relationships of this kind are developed between
heterogeneous objects that find it difficult to collaborate for a common process. It is a
dynamic relationship that changes depending on the location of the objects.

• Co-Work Social Relationship: This is created between objects that interact in a common
task or process. This is a dynamic relationship that can change over time, depending
on the objects involved in the process.

• Co-Owner Social Relationship: This is created among heterogeneous objects of the same
user (e.g., mobile phones, smart home sensors, etc.). This is a static social relationship.
It is not implemented in the S2NeTM-associated ontology.

Dynamic relationships are the ones that interest us, and for this purpose, some static
relationships are not considered in the S2NeTM-associated ontology. Additionally, three
new social relationships are proposed as follows:

• Users’ Relationship: This is created between two different users of an application at a
specific moment in time. It is a dynamic social relationship, as it changes over time.

• FOAF Relationship: This is created between entities that have common friends (i.e., a
friend of a friend, or FOAF) and can work towards a common goal. It is a dynamic
social relationship, as it changes over time.

• Co-Semantics Relationship: This is created between entities with common semantics. It
is a dynamic social relationship, as data modeling may change over time (e.g., with an
ontology-merging method).

Table 2 summarizes the social relationships managed by the S2NeTM:

Table 2. Social relationships in the S2NeTM.

Social Relationship Description Static/Dynamic

Co-Location Develops between entities that are in proximity at a specific time. Dynamic

Co-Work Develops between entities that work together to meet a user’s
need at a specific point in time. Dynamic

Co-Semantics Develops between entities that have common semantics and can
work for some common goal. Dynamic

Users Develops between two different users of an application at a
specific time. Dynamic

Friend of a Friend (FOAF) Develops between entities who have mutual friends and can
work towards some common goal. Dynamic

3.2. S2NeTM Architecture
3.2.1. General Context

The SIoT is a new paradigm that enables the integration of social relationships into
the IoT ecosystem, creating a more personalized and human-centric environment. The
S2NeTM is a solution designed to address the challenges of the SIoT paradigm, such as
interoperability and efficient collaboration, by leveraging semantic technologies, dynamic
relationship selection, and trustworthiness management.

The S2NeTM is a distributed system, wherein each component is assigned a specific
role to provide the necessary functionalities that are crucial for smart applications. The
collaborative nature of the components allows them to work in tandem with each other
to create a seamless and smooth experience for the end-users. The distributed design of
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the S2NeTM architecture allows each component to be located on different nodes within
the system. Figure 1 offers a high-level perspective of the S2NeTM architecture and
its operational environment. S2NeTM serves as a distributed software layer positioned
between the Data Collection Platform and the Applications, facilitating efficient processing
and improved scalability.
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The Data Collection Platform is a crucial part of the operational environment, compris-
ing the Perception and Communication subsystems. It involves deploying IoT devices, sensors,
and actuators in the physical environment, integrating data from open sources, and crowd-
sourcing. With a focus on establishing reliable connectivity through diverse communication
protocols, it enables reliable, secure, and efficient data transfer for subsequent processing
and decision making in the S2NetM.

The S2NeTM provides the necessary components for implementing an SIoT solution,
including context management, owner control, profiling, service discovery, trustworthiness
management, friendship selection, relationship management, and semantic engines. The
semantic engines use an ontology based on OWL2 (Web Ontology Language) to represent in-
formation, which allows for the fusion and interpretation of data based on social relationships.

The data are stored in an RDF triple store as a knowledge base, using Neo4j (https:
//neo4j.com/, accessed on 8 May 2023) graph database management system, and semantic
interpretation is based on reasoning techniques and query execution to extract more relevant
data about the users and social groups of the objects/entities. Additionally, the S2NeTM
includes a semantic annotation module to facilitate the annotation of IoT data with semantic
metadata. By leveraging the social relationships between users and devices, the S2NeTM
enables the creation of more personalized and context-aware IoT applications. The S2NeTM
implements the foundational concepts examined previously in the paper to create social
networks among IoT devices and their users, wherein users can interact and collaborate
with devices and other users in a more intelligent and personalized way. This is achieved
through the use of semantic technologies such as ontologies, which enable the devices to

https://neo4j.com/
https://neo4j.com/
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understand and interpret the context and meaning of the data they exchange with other
devices and users.

The applications leverage the underlying components of the S2NeTM, serving as the
interface through which the collected and processed data are utilized to deliver a wide
range of smart services. These applications play a critical role in harnessing the potential of
the SIoT paradigm and generating valuable outcomes within smarter ecosystems.

3.2.2. S2NeTM Components

The necessary components for the implementation of the foundational concepts of the
S2NeTM are discussed in the following section.

Context Management (CM)

CM is a crucial component of the S2NeTM that collects, processes, and analyzes data
from IoT devices and other sources to provide context-aware services. It manages data
about users, devices, and their environment, such as location, temperature, humidity, and
activity. The CM component works in conjunction with the semantic engines to create a
unified view of an SIoT system that includes both the physical and social aspects. It uses
this view to interpret and understand the context of the data generated by IoT devices
and other sources. By doing so, it can identify patterns and relationships among different
pieces of data, enabling the S2NeTM to provide more intelligent and personalized services
to the users.

The CM component also facilitates the creation of context-aware applications by
providing a mechanism to deliver relevant information to users based on their current
context. For example, if a user is in a certain location, the CM component can provide
information about nearby events or places of interest. In this way, CM enhances the user
experience and enables the S2NeTM to deliver more useful and relevant services.

Moreover, CM enables the S2NeTM to make decisions and take actions based on the
current context of the system. For instance, if a user is approaching a smart home, the CM
component can trigger the smart home to turn on the lights and adjust the temperature
based on the user’s preferences and the current environmental conditions. This functional-
ity is essential for creating an intelligent and responsive system that can adapt to the needs
and preferences of the users in real time.

Owner Control (OC)

The OC component is responsible for managing the access control of an SIoT system.
It ensures that only authorized users can access and control the IoT devices and their data.
This component provides a layer of security and privacy protection for the users.

In an SIoT system, each IoT device has an owner, who has the right to control and
manage the device. The OC component manages the access rights of the owners, allowing
them to decide who can access their devices and data. This component also allows the
owners to revoke access rights at any time.

To implement OC, the S2NeTM uses a decentralized access control mechanism. Each
device owner has a set of access control policies that define who can access their devices
and data. These policies are stored in the S2NeTM knowledge base and can be updated by
the device owners at any time.

The OC component also provides a mechanism for managing device ownership.
When a device is added to an SIoT system, the OC component verifies the ownership
of the device and assigns the device to the correct owner. If the ownership of a device
changes, the OC component updates the ownership information in the system. Thus, the
OC component is critical for managing the access control and ownership of the IoT devices
and their data. It provides a layer of security and privacy protection for the users, allowing
them to control who can access their devices and data. The decentralized access control
mechanism and device ownership management features ensure that an SIoT system is
secure and trustworthy.
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User Profiling (UP)

The UP component is responsible for creating and maintaining user profiles based on
their preferences, behavior, and historical interactions with an SIoT system. It uses the data
collected from the CM component to build a comprehensive profile of each user. The profile
information can include user preferences, past behaviors, interests, and social connections.
The user profiles are stored in the knowledge base, allowing for efficient retrieval and
utilization of the profile information in various smart applications.

The UP component utilizes machine learning and data-mining techniques to analyze
the collected data and extract useful information. This information can be used to make
personalized recommendations and to provide more relevant and targeted services to the
users. For example, based on a user’s past behavior and preferences, the system can suggest
a list of recommended devices or services that the user might be interested in.

The UP component also plays a crucial role in managing the privacy and security of
an SIoT system. It ensures that users’ data are protected and only accessed by authorized
parties. It also allows users to control the type of information they share with an SIoT
system, and the level of privacy they desire.

In conclusion, the UP component is an essential part of the S2NeTM architecture, as it
enables the system to provide more personalized and efficient services to the users while
maintaining their privacy and security.

Service Discovery (SD)

The SD component in the S2NeTM is responsible for discovering and locating available
services within the SIoT network. This component enables devices and users to discover
the services offered by other devices and users in the SIoT network, and to advertise their
own services. The SD component allows the S2NeTM to provide automated discovery
services, making it easier for devices and users to connect and collaborate.

The SD component uses a variety of protocols and techniques to enable service dis-
covery. These include the simple service discovery protocol (SSDP), the service location
protocol (SLP), and the domain name system-service discovery (DNS-SD) protocol. These
protocols provide a standard mechanism for service discovery in the SIoT network, ensur-
ing that services can be discovered regardless of the device or platform being used.

In addition to protocol-based service discovery, the S2NeTM also supports semantic-
based service discovery. This approach uses the semantic descriptions of services to enable
more precise and context-aware service discovery. The service descriptions are based on the
S2NeTM ontology, which defines the concepts and relationships related to SIoT services.

The service discovery component also supports dynamic service composition, which
enables the automatic composition of services to create new and more complex services.
The component uses semantic reasoning techniques to identify compatible services and
create new service compositions based on the user’s requirements and preferences. This
approach enables the S2NeTM to provide more tailored and personalized services to users,
based on their specific needs and preferences.

Therefore, the SD component is a critical component of the S2NeTM, enabling the
automated discovery, composition, and delivery of services in the SIoT network. It allows
devices and users to seamlessly connect and collaborate, providing a more intelligent and
interconnected system.

Trustworthiness Management (TM)

TM is a central component of the S2NeTM, which ensures the reliability and security
of the system. This component is responsible for managing the trust relationships between
devices and users. It assesses the trustworthiness of the devices and users based on their
behavior, past interactions, and reputation. This information is used to make informed
decisions about the reliability of the devices and users and to take appropriate actions in
case of any anomalies or security threats.

The trustworthiness management component uses a combination of trust models and
trust evaluation techniques to assess the trustworthiness of devices and users. It applies
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trust metrics such as reputation, credibility, and reliability to evaluate the behavior of
devices and users. It also uses algorithms to detect and mitigate security threats, such as
malicious attacks or data breaches.

The TM component ensures that only trusted devices and users are allowed to access
an SIoT system and its services. It also monitors the behavior of devices and users to detect
any suspicious activity, and takes appropriate measures to prevent security breaches.

Moreover, the TM component provides mechanisms for users to report any issues or
incidents related to an SIoT system. It ensures that the reported incidents are appropriately
addressed and resolved in a timely and efficient manner, thus increasing the overall trust
and reliability of the system.

Friendship Selection (FS)

The FS component is responsible for selecting and recommending potential friends for
the devices or users based on their services, interests, location, and other social attributes.
This component uses the data collected from the devices and the users to identify potential
friends and their interests. Once potential friends are identified, the component uses the
relationship management component to manage the social relationships between users
and devices.

Relationship Management (RM)

The RM component is responsible for managing the social relationships between users
and devices. This component uses social network analysis techniques to analyze the data
collected from the devices and the users, and identifies the relationships between them.
These relationships can take various forms, such as co-location, co-work, co-semantics, Users
and FOAF. By leveraging these relationships, the RM component can provide personalized
services to the users and devices, resulting in more intelligent and efficient interactions. The
FS and RM components play a crucial role in creating and managing these relationships,
thereby enhancing the overall functionality of an SIoT system.

Semantic Engines (SEs)

SEs represent another vital component of the S2NeTM architecture, responsible for
interpreting and processing the semantic data generated by the IoT devices and users.
In particular, SEs provide support for reasoning and inference mechanisms, which are
essential for making intelligent decisions and deriving new knowledge from the existing
data. One of the key aspects of the S2NeTM is the development of a new interoperable
ontology, which is used to represent the semantic data generated by IoT devices and users.
The S2NeTM ontology is based on OWL2 and extends existing ontologies, such as SSN,
IoT-Lite, and M3-Lite. The ontology includes new concepts and relationships that are
specific to the social aspect of an SIoT system.

Another important aspect of SEs is the semantic annotation module. This module is
responsible for enriching the data generated by the IoT devices with semantic metadata,
making it easier for other devices and systems to understand and process. The module uses
algorithmic techniques to extract semantic information from unstructured data. The ex-
tracted metadata are then mapped to the ontology and stored in the Neo4j knowledge graph
(i.e., a type of knowledge base that represents knowledge in the form of interconnected en-
tities and relationships), allowing for easy access and retrieval of relevant information. The
semantic annotation module is an essential part of the S2NeTM, as it enables the creation
of a more intelligent and interconnected system by providing a common understanding of
the data exchanged between devices and users.

Ontology alignment is a mechanism included in SEs, which enables the integration
and merging of different ontologies. This is necessary when data from different sources
need to be combined and interpreted. Ontology alignment is achieved by mapping the
concepts and relationships in different ontologies, and identifying their similarities and
differences. The following general steps of the alignment process are used in S2NetM for
determining the relationship between two or more ontologies (Figure 2):
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1. The two ontologies are given as input.
2. Ontology alignment techniques, such as lexical, word matching and semantic simi-

larity methods, are used in conjunction with methods such as weighted averaging
to compute the similarity of classes, object properties, and data properties in the
input ontologies.

3. Having obtained the similarity value between the entities, those entities with a value
greater than a predefined threshold (e.g., threshold = 0.5) are selected. If the similarity
value of the matching is equal to or greater than the selected threshold, then the
entities of the input ontologies are considered related; otherwise, the entities are
considered unrelated.

4. Finally, the ontology alignment process is completed by refining and adjusting the
mappings between the entities of the two ontologies.
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Reasoning is another critical mechanism provided by the SEs component, which
allows an SIoT system to derive new knowledge from the existing data. Reasoning involves
applying logical rules and inference mechanisms to the data to infer new relationships and
concepts. For example, if an SIoT system knows that two users are friends and that they
both use a particular IoT device, it can infer that they are likely to use the device together.

To support these functions, the SEs component requires a semantic repository to store
and manage the ontology and data in the S2NeTM. In this case, a triple store knowledge
graph, in particular the Neo4j, is used to store semantic data. Neo4j is a graph database
that allows for efficient and flexible querying of the data, making it an ideal choice for a
semantic repository. The SEs also provide support for querying and retrieving data from
the S2NeTM using SPARQL or CYPHER, which are semantic query languages for RDF
data. These queries can be used to extract data based on specific criteria, such as device
type, location, user preferences or social relationships.
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3.3. S2NeTM Ontology

The S2NeTM ontology is a lightweight and interoperable ontology that represents
the relationships between heterogeneous entities in IoT environments. The scope of the
ontology includes IoT devices, open data entities, and crowdsensing entities, along with
their social relationships. The ontology is designed to facilitate the creation of more
personalized and context-aware IoT applications by leveraging the social relationships
between users and devices.

The S2NeTM ontology is composed of several main classes, including Entity, User,
Service, Service Property, Location and Platform. The Entity class represents the different types
of entities in the IoT environment, such as devices and open data entities. The User class
represents the human users of the system, while the Service class represents the various
services offered by the system. The Service Property class represents the properties of the
services, such as their quality and reliability. Finally, the Platform class represents the
hardware and software infrastructure of the system.

To represent the relationships between entities, the ontology uses the hasRelationshipWith
object property. This property has several sub-properties, including co-work, co-location,
and co-semantics. The co-work sub-property represents entities that work together towards
a common goal, while the co-location sub-property represents entities that are physically
located in the same place. The co-semantics sub-property represents entities that share a
similar meaning or context.

To ensure interoperability with other ontologies, the S2NeTM ontology reuses several
widely adopted ontologies, such as friend of a friend (FOAF), semantic sensor network
(SSN), and IoT-lite. FOAF is used to represent the social relationships between users, while
SSN is used to represent sensors and their observations. IoT-lite is used to represent the
properties of IoT devices and the relationships between devices.

Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the structure of the S2NeTM ontology.
This diagram shows the different classes and object properties of the ontology, as well
as how they relate to each other. By using the S2NeTM ontology, developers can create
more personalized and context-aware IoT applications that leverage the social relationships
between users and devices.

As shown in Figure 4, the S2NeTM ontology defines an object property called need to
represent the relationship between a User and a Service within the smart environment. This
property is crucial in capturing the dependencies between users and services, allowing
for better management and optimization of the smart environment. The ontology also
introduces new classes and properties to represent sensors that are associated with entities
in the smart environment.

The Sensor class from the SSN ontology is reused to represent sensors in S2NeTM,
providing a standardized way of representing sensor data and enabling interoperability
between different sensor networks. The need property is used to represent the requirement
of a user for a particular service. For example, a user might require a temperature control
service to operate efficiently in a smart home. By representing this requirement as a
relationship within S2NeTM, it becomes possible to identify which services are essential
for each user, and to manage them more effectively. This can lead to improved energy
efficiency, cost savings, and a more personalized user experience.
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Entities within the S2NeTM can establish social relationships with one another, which
are represented using the hasRelationshipWith object property. In addition to the User
relationships provided by the FOAF ontology, S2NeTM also defines its own types of
social relationships. These types of social relationships include co-work, co-location, and
co-semantics, which are also considered sub-properties of hasRelationshipWith. By using
these properties, the S2NeTM ontology can provide a more detailed representation of
social relationships between entities within an IoT environment. The ontology diagram
in Figure 5 illustrates the various object properties that can be used to represent social
relationships between entities.
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The trustBy object property, as illustrated in Figure 5, can be used to represent the
trust relationship between two entities in a smart environment. For example, consider
a scenario wherein a smart parking system is deployed in a city. The system consists of
multiple components, including sensors, cameras, and a backend server. The sensors are
responsible for detecting the availability of parking spots, while the cameras are used
to monitor the parking lot. The backend server processes the data from the sensors and
cameras and provides real-time parking information to drivers. In this scenario, we can
define the “trustBy” object property to represent the trust relationship between the com-
ponents of the system. For instance, the sensors can trust the cameras to provide accurate
parking data, and the backend server can trust the sensors and cameras to provide reliable
information. We can represent this trust relationship using the “trustBy” object property,
where the domain is the entity that trusts, and the range is the entity that is trusted. For
example, we can define “Sensor1 trustBy Camera1” to indicate that Sensor1 trusts Camera1
to provide accurate parking data. Similarly, we can define “BackendServer trustBy Sensor1”
to indicate that the BackendServer trusts Sensor1 to provide reliable information. By repre-
senting trust relationships between entities, we can ensure that IoT systems are secure and
privacy-preserving.

The S2NeTM ontology provides a comprehensive model for the integration of seman-
tic information derived from heterogeneous entities and objects within an IoT ecosystem.
The ontology’s main purpose is to represent entities in IoT environments, including devices,
open data entities, and crowdsourcing entities, along with their social relationships. By
using the semantic description of IoT data, open data, and crowdsourcing data, S2NeTM
enables the creation of more personalized and context-aware IoT applications. Additionally,
the S2NeTM ontology is designed to be interoperable, which means that it reuses other
interoperable ontologies such as FOAF, SSN, and IoT-lite. This interoperability ensures
that S2NeTM can be used in different domains, such as smart cities, smart homes, and
smart health. Ultimately, the S2NeTM ontology plays a critical role in the advancement
of IoT-based solutions by providing a comprehensive model for integrating and repre-
senting heterogeneous entities and objects, thereby enabling better communication and
collaboration, and achieving common goals.

4. Use Case Evaluation

Evaluation of the S2NeTM in a use case scenario is crucial to identify its practical
feasibility and effectiveness in achieving its intended goals. The Green Route use case sce-
nario provides an evaluation of an S2NeTM that aims to provide a sustainable commuting
solution by enabling users to find the greenest and most efficient route to their destination.
The evaluation considers the effectiveness of S2NeTM in providing context-aware and
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personalized recommendations for routes that meet the user’s sustainability criteria while
ensuring an efficient travel time. This section will provide a detailed overview of the Green
Route use case, and assess the efficacy of S2NeTM in fulfilling its objectives.

4.1. Green Route: A Use Case Scenario to Find a Sustainable Path

The Green Route is a use case that aims to find the most environmentally friendly
route for a citizen named Maria to walk from her house to the port in a smart city. The
scenario involves multiple components of the S2NeTM architecture, including Context
Management (CM), Semantic Engines (SEs), Trustworthiness Management (TM), Friendship
Selection (FS), and Relationship Management (RM). The entities involved in the scenario
include IoT environmental devices with sensors for temperature, humidity, and air quality,
a sensor web service for accessing open environmental data, and a mobile crowdsourcing
application for citizen participation.

The Data Collection Platform is responsible for connecting the IoT devices and collecting
data from them. In the Green Route scenario, environmental sensors are placed throughout
the city, and their data are collected by a sensor web service. The data are then made
available for access by other entities through APIs. For example, the air quality sensors can
detect pollution levels in different areas of the city and send this information to the CM
component of the S2NeTM, which then determines the co-location relationships between the
devices. The co-location relationship indicates that the sensors are physically close to each
other and can be used to find a green route that avoids areas with high pollution levels.

The SEs of the S2NeTM provide a common ontology that facilitates interoperability
and alignment between the heterogeneous entities. The ontology alignment and reasoning
mechanisms in the SEs component can dynamically find new relationships among entities
based on their shared knowledge. In the Green Route scenario, the Semantic Annotation
module allows entities to annotate their data with semantic tags that enable the alignment
and reasoning mechanisms to identify and utilize new relationships. For instance, the
environmental sensors and the sensor web service share the same environmental data
ontology, which enables them to establish a co-semantics relationship. This relationship
means that they can collaborate more effectively in finding the greenest route for Maria.

The TM component of the S2NeTM approach evaluates the trustworthiness of the
entities based on their behavior, history, and feedback from other entities. In the Green
Route scenario, the trustworthiness of the sensor web service is evaluated based on its
data quality and availability. The trustworthiness of the mobile crowdsourcing application
is evaluated based on the accuracy and usefulness of the route suggestions provided by
its users.

The FS and RM components of the S2NeTM facilitate the social relationships among
entities. The co-location relationship is established among entities that are physically close
to each other, such as Maria and the environmental sensors near her house. The co-work
relationship is established among entities that collaborate to achieve a common goal, such
as Maria and the mobile crowdsourcing application users who share their route suggestions.
The co-semantics relationship is established among entities that share similar semantics, such
as the environmental sensors and the sensor web service that share the same environmental
data ontology. These relationships enable the entities to collaborate more effectively and
contribute to finding the greenest route for Maria.

Using these social relationships and semantic annotations, the entities collaborate to
find the greenest route for Maria. The environmental sensors provide real-time data on the
temperature, humidity, and air quality in the area, and the sensor web service provides
historical and open data on environmental conditions in the city. Maria uses the mobile
crowdsourcing application to share her preferences, such as avoiding busy roads and
congested areas, and the application users provide their route suggestions. The S2NeTM
aligns and assesses the data from the various entities to find the most environmentally
friendly route for Maria to commute to the port.
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Figure 6 displays an end user application designed for the Green Route use case
scenario. The figure illustrates the interface of the application, which allows users to input
their starting location and desired destination, and then generates an optimized route
based on various factors such as traffic, air quality, and noise. The application also provides
real-time updates on the user’s progress and environmental impact.
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4.2. Building the Scenario RDF Knowledge Graph

The RDF knowledge graph (KG) is designed to identify an environmentally friendly
route using environmental sensor data from IoT entities and open data entities. Each entity
in the scenario, such as IoTEntity, has sensors that measure values for temperature, humidity,
and air quality. These entities have relationships with other entities, which are represented
using properties such as hasCoSemanticsRelationshipWith and hasCoworkRelationshipWith.
These relationships are used to determine the most environmentally friendly route to take.

In the RDF KG for this scenario, there are three IoT entities with different types of
measurements, and two open data entities that provide different types of data. There are
also three types of relationships between these entities, including co-location, co-work and
co-semantics relationships with different proximity and similarity values.

Specifically, we have the following:

• Co-location relationships between IoTEntity1 and IoTEntity2, and between IoTEntity2
and IoTEntity3, with different proximity values;

• Co-semantics relationships between IoTEntity1 and OpenDataEntity1, and between
IoTEntity2 and OpenDataEntity1, with different similarity values;

• A Co-work relationship between OpenDataEntity1 and OpenDataEntity2, with a proxim-
ity value.

The GreenRoute resource in the KG is of type s2netm:Route, and has properties describing
its start and end locations, as well as whether it is optimal or not. The graph also includes
information about the green route passing through three IoT entities (IoTEntity1, IoTEntity2,
IoTEntity3), as well as two open data entities (OpenDataEntity1, OpenDataEntity2). Appendix A
provides the RDF code for the Green Route scenario, utilizing the S2NeTM Ontology.
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Figure 7 presents a visual representation of the RDF KG for the Green Route use case
scenario, which uses the S2NeTM ontology. The use of color coding and clear labeling of
the classes, instances, and properties helps to make the relationships between the entities
in the scenario easily understandable. The yellow boxes in the figure represent the classes
defined in the ontology, such as User, Location, Sensor, IoTEntity, OpenDataEntity and others.
The green boxes represent the instances of these classes, such as Maria (an instance of
User) and PiraeusPort (an instance of Location). The white boxes represent the instances of
properties, such as hasName, hasLat, and hasLong. The visualization in Figure 7 provides a
clear and concise representation of the relationships between the different entities in the
scenario RDF KG. For example, it shows that Maria is an instance of the User class, and
that she has a name (hasName) and a location (hasLat and hasLong). It also shows that the
PiraeusPort of is an instance of the Location class, and that it has a location with latitude
and longitude values.
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Furthermore, Figure 7, shows the relationships between the instances of the different
classes. For example, it shows that IoTEntity1 is an instance of IoTEntity, and has a sensor
(hasSensor) named Sensor1 that has a sensor type (hasSensorType) called TemperatureSensor. It
also shows that IoTEntity1 has a co-location relationship with IoTEntity2, and that IoTEntity2
has a co-location relationship with IoTEntity3 with proximity values (hasLocationProximity)
of 50 and 10, respectively.
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4.3. Semantic Reasoning with CYPHER Queries

To analyze semantic relationships between entities within the Green Route scenario,
we employ a dual approach consisting of ontology alignment and Cypher queries on the
RDF KG. Cypher is a query language specifically designed for querying graph databases,
allowing for the retrieval and manipulation of data represented as a graph, using a concise
and expressive syntax. The analysis focuses on three distinct types of social relationships:
co-location, co-work, and co-semantics.

4.3.1. Co-Location Social Relationships

To identify co-location relationships between entities, we use the geofromtext function in
Cypher to calculate the distance between entities locations. We then use a threshold value
to determine whether the sensors are close enough to be considered co-located. Here, is an
example of the Cypher query used to identify co-location relationships:

MATCH (e1: Entity), (s2: Entity)

WHERE e1<>e2 AND distance(point({latitude: s1.hasLocationLat, longitude:
e1.hasLocationLong}), point({latitude: e2.hasLocationLat, longitude: 2.hasLocationLong})) < 500

CREATE (e1)-[:CO_LOCATED]->(e2)

This query matches all pairs of Entity nodes that are not identical and have a distance
less than 500 m between their respective locations. The query then creates a CO_LOCATED
relationship between the two sensors.

4.3.2. Co-Work Social Relationships

To identify co-work relationships between sensors, we use the computeBy property
of the Entity nodes. If two entities compute the same Service, they are considered to be
co-working. Here, is an example of the Cypher query used to identify co-work relationships:

MATCH (s1: Service)-[:COMPUTES_BY]->(e1:Entity)

MATCH (s2: Service)-[:COMPUTES_BY]->(e2:Entity)

WHERE e1 <> e2 AND s1=s2

CREATE (e1)-[:CO_WORK]->(e2)

This query matches pairs of Service nodes (s1, s2) that computesBy Entity nodes (e1, e2)
that have the same Service value. The query then creates a CO_WORK relationship between
the two entities.

The identified social relationships can be leveraged to develop a more comprehensive
understanding of the environment in which the Green Route scenario operates. This un-
derstanding can be used to optimize various aspects of the scenario, such as identifying
the most suitable sensors for measuring environmental parameters, refining the criteria for
selecting the most appropriate web services for processing sensor data, and enhancing the
overall accuracy of route recommendations. Moreover, the insights gained from this analy-
sis can be utilized to develop more advanced decision-making frameworks for managing
similar scenarios in other contexts. Overall, the use of Cypher queries for semantic reason-
ing offers a powerful approach to extract valuable insights from complex RDF data, and to
help decision makers make more informed choices in complex and dynamic environments.
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4.3.3. Co-Semantics Social Relationships

To identify co-semantics relationships between sensors, we use the hasSemanticSimilarity
property of the Sensor nodes. If two sensors have a high enough hasSemanticSimilarity value,
they are considered to be co-semantics. Herein, we present an example of the Cypher query
used to identify co-semantics relationships:

MATCH (s1: Sensor), (s2: Sensor)

WHERE s1 <> s2 AND s1.hasOntology <> s2.hasOntology AND s1.hasSemanticSimilarity > 0.8
AND s2.hasSemanticSimilarity > 0.8

CREATE (s1)-[:CO_SEMANTICS]->(s2)

This query matches pairs of Sensor nodes (s1, s2) that are not identical and have
different hasOntology values, but have a hasSemanticSimilarity value greater than 0.8. The
query then creates a CO_SEMANTICS relationship between the two sensors. However, in
the case that the sensor nodes have different ontologies, an ontology alignment process is
required, as explained in the next section.

4.4. Ontology Alignment

The S2NeTM is designed to facilitate communication between heterogeneous IoT
devices that use different ontologies to represent their data. One important aspect of this
middleware is the ontology alignment method used to identify co-semantic relationships
between entities from different ontologies. In this section, the ontology alignment method
used in the context of the Green Route scenario is described.

For a pollution-free walking route suggestion, multiple entities collaborate to provide
Maria with the necessary data. Two of these entities, IoTEntity1 and IoTEntity2, have
the potential to work together as sensors to provide real-time environmental and traffic
information, despite using different ontologies to represent their data. IoTEntity1 measures
air quality and other environmental parameters, using the S2NeTM ontology. Meanwhile,
IoTEntity2 is mounted on a lamp post and provides real-time traffic information that
can affect the level of pollution on the route, using the SSOR ontology [29]. By utilizing
the ontology alignment, the S2NeTM enables these two sensors to exchange data with
each other.

In particular, S2NeTM facilitates the communication between the two entities by
applying the general ontology alignment process outlined in the following steps.

1. Input ontologies identification: The alignment method identifies the appropriate
ontology for each sensor device. In this case, one sensor uses the S2NeTM ontology,
while the other sensor uses the SSOR ontology.

2. Entity identification: The alignment method identifies the relevant entities in each
ontology that represent the data from the sensors. For example, the “Location” entity
in the S2NeTM ontology represents the data in the one sensor, while the “GeoLocation”
entity in the SSOR ontology represents the other sensor’s data.

3. Entity matching: The alignment method matches the entities from different ontologies
that have similar semantics. For instance, the “Entity” class from the S2NeTM ontology
matches the “Object” class from the SSOR ontology.

4. Similarity calculation: The alignment method calculates the similarity between the
matched entities, using various similarity measures such as structural, lexical, and se-
mantic similarity. The combined similarity score is calculated by taking the average of
the individual similarity scores. Table 3 gives an example of the similarity calculation
between different entities from the S2NeTM and SSOR ontologies.

5. Co-semantics relationship: If the combined similarity score between two entities
reaches or exceeds the predefined threshold of 0.8, the S2NeTM approves the co-
semantics relationship between the entities. In this example, the overall combined
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similarity score is 0.84; therefore, IoTEntity1 is considered to have a co-semantics
relationship with IoTEntity2. Once the co-semantics relationship has been established,
the S2NeTM maps the data from each sensor to the common ontology that both
sensors understand, allowing them to exchange data with each other, despite using
different ontologies to represent their data.

Table 3. Example of similarity calculation between two IoT entities in Green Route scenario.

IoTEntity 1
(S2NetM Ontology)

IoTEntity 2
(SSOR Ontology)

Structural
Similarity

Lexical
Similarity

Semantic
Similarity

Combined
Similarity

Approved
Co-Semantics

Entity Object 0.5 0.5 0.92 0.65 NO

User User 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 YES

Service Service 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 YES

Location GeoLocation 0.67 0.8 0.92 0.8 YES

hasRelationshipWith hasFriend 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.58 NO

hasLocation isLocated 0.7 0.71 0.88 0.83 YES

owns Owns 0.9 0.9 0.83 0.87 YES

timestamp timestamp 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 YES

4.5. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the S2NeTM, we conducted a perfor-
mance evaluation, considering various performance metrics and using the Green Route
use case scenario. These metrics include request processing delay, setup computation time,
and memory usage. The experiments were performed on a dedicated Ubuntu server with
an AMD EPYC 7543 32-Core Processor and 16 GB of RAM. Additionally, we integrated
the Neo4j graph database into our setup, to facilitate efficient storage and retrieval of data
within the S2NetM. Leveraging Neo4j’s graph database capabilities, we effectively modeled
and queried the interconnected entities, services, and relationships in the SIoT environment.
The reported times represent the averages obtained from twenty repeated tests.

The request processing delay metric measures the time required by the system to
process and generate a green route recommendation for a specific user, such as Maria. Our
experimental results revealed that the S2NeTM achieved a processing delay of 500 millisec-
onds (0.5 s), demonstrating its capability to deliver timely recommendations.

The setup computation time metric represents the time required to configure the graph
infrastructure, considering multiple factors. Our analysis revealed an average setup time
of approximately 3.1 s, indicating the system’s ability to handle intricate calculations in
advance, enabling timely recommendations upon request. Specifically, the setup time
can be divided into two primary components: the processing time for establishing social
relationships between entities, and the time taken to populate the graph nodes with data,
such as air quality data. Through our experiments, we observed that establishing social
relationships, including co-location, co-work, and co-semantic relationships, accounted for an
average of 2 s. This step involves analyzing the underlying data and identifying pertinent
connections based on the S2NeTM ontology.

Subsequently, the task of populating the graph nodes with data, taking into account
environmental factors, yielded an average duration of 1.1 s. This step entails evaluating
various criteria, including distance, air quality, and eco-friendly transportation options,
to facilitate the identification of the most suitable green route for the user. The overall
computation time of 3.1 s demonstrates the system’s required overhead for handling
periodic computations as cached information for generating green route recommendations.
This overhead is incurred during the setup stage and subsequently amortized for real-time
requests, thereby improving the overall user experience. It is worth noting that the specific
computation times mentioned above are based on our experimental setup and may vary
depending on the available computational resources.
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Memory usage is an important aspect of system efficiency. We monitored the memory
consumption during the green route computation and recommendation process. Our
findings revealed that the system operated within a reasonable memory footprint, with
an average memory usage of approximately 100 megabytes (MB), demonstrating efficient
memory management. Table 4 summarizes the performance evaluation results.

Table 4. Performance metrics of the Green Route application.

Performance Metric Result

Setup Time 3.1 secs

Processing Delay 0.5 secs

Memory Usage 100 MB

Despite being a preliminary performance evaluation, this study highlights the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of S2NetM in facilitating applications such as the Green Route
recommendation system, enabling timely responses while considering important factors
including setup time, processing delay and memory usage.

5. Discussion

To address the RQ1, we need to examine how the S2NeTM architecture enables social
relationships among IoT devices, and facilitates communication and data sharing within
a network. The S2NeTM is composed of several components, which are responsible
for managing and coordinating the interactions between IoT devices. One of the key
components is the SEs, which is responsible for providing a semantic layer to IoT devices.
This semantic layer is based on the S2NeTM ontology, and enables devices to understand
each other’s data and metadata. The ontology includes concepts and relationships that
enable the representation of social relationships among IoT devices, such as co-location,
co-work, co-semantics, and user relationships.

In addition, the S2NeTM includes mechanisms for discovering and communicating
with other devices in the network. This includes protocols for device discovery, device
registration, and message routing. By using these mechanisms, devices can establish and
maintain social relationships with each other, which facilitates communication and data
sharing within the network. Furthermore, the S2NeTM provides a semantic repository,
which is used to store and manage the data and metadata associated with IoT devices. In
this case, we use Neo4j as our semantic repository, which enables efficient querying and
retrieval of data based on the S2NeTM ontology. The ontology alignment and reasoning
mechanisms enable the integration of data from different sources, and the inference of new
relationships based on existing data.

To address RQ2, we need to examine the benefits of using the S2NeTM in IoT environ-
ments and how it compares to other solutions. The benefits of using the S2NeTM in IoT
environments are explicit. Firstly, it enables the development of more advanced and sophis-
ticated applications that require a social network of things. For example, in smart home
environments, the S2NeTM can be used to create a social network of appliances, which can
work together to optimize energy consumption, automate tasks, and provide personalized
services to users. Secondly, the S2NeTM can support large-scale IoT deployments, making
it suitable for a wide range of applications in various domains. This scalability is achieved
using distributed architectures and cloud-based technologies that allow the S2NeTM to
handle a high volume of data and requests. Additionally, the use of a graph database
such as Neo4j as the semantic repository ensures that the S2NeTM can handle complex
relationships and queries efficiently.

Traditional middleware solutions often rely on a client–server architecture, which
can be limited in terms of scalability and performance. In contrast, the S2NeTM uses a
distributed architecture that allows for greater scalability and performance. Additionally,
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the S2NeTM provides a semantic layer that enables devices to understand each other’s
data and metadata, which can lead to more efficient communication and data sharing.

Finally, the S2NeTM is designed to be user-friendly and easy to use, even for non-
experts in semantic technologies. The use of standardized ontologies and reasoning mecha-
nisms ensures that the infrastructure can be easily customized and adapted to different use
cases and applications.

To answer RQ3, we can discuss how the S2NeTM can be customized and adapted to
support specific use cases and applications in different domains. The S2NeTM ontology
provides a generic framework for describing devices, their capabilities, and their social
relationships, which can be extended and adapted to support specific use cases in different
domains. For example, in the smart home domain, the S2NeTM can be customized to
support the social relationships between appliances, sensors, and other devices in the
home. This customization can enable more efficient energy consumption, automation of
tasks, and personalized services for users. In the healthcare domain, the S2NeTM can
be adapted to support the social relationships between medical devices, patients, and
healthcare providers. This customization can improve patient outcomes, reduce costs,
and enhance the overall quality of care. In the transportation domain, the S2NeTM can
be customized to support the social relationships between vehicles, traffic infrastructure,
and other devices in the network. This customization can enable more efficient traffic
management, reduce congestion, and improve safety on the roads.

Furthermore, the S2NeTM can be adapted to support industry 4.0 applications, which
involves the integration of physical and digital systems in manufacturing and industrial
processes. The S2NeTM can support the social relationships between machines, sensors,
and other devices in the production line, enabling more efficient production processes and
reducing downtime. In each of these domains, the S2NeTM can be customized to support
specific use cases and applications, leveraging the power of social relationships between
devices to enable more efficient and effective IoT deployments.

To facilitate customization and adaptation, the S2NeTM provides a modular archi-
tecture that allows for the addition and removal of components as needed. For example,
different SEs can be used to support different ontologies and reasoning mechanisms,
depending on the specific use case and domain. The semantic repository can also be cus-
tomized to support different databases and data structures, such as the use of Neo4j for
graph-based data storage.

6. Conclusions

SIoT is a paradigm that combines the best of social networks with IoT networks
to create a more collaborative and efficient system. SIoT offers several benefits, such as
enhanced collaboration, scalability, navigability, flexibility, and decision-making models
based on trustworthiness. However, SIoT also presents several challenges that need to be
addressed, including dynamic friendship selection mechanisms, privacy and security, and
interoperability and standardization. To fully exploit the potential of SIoT, it is crucial to
establish semantic interoperability between the various entities, applications, and networks
that comprise the system. The proposed S2NeTM addresses this need by leveraging
semantic technologies to establish and enhance social relationships among heterogeneous
entities in the SIoT network. The S2NeTM can provide effective and efficient semantic
interoperability solutions for the rapidly growing SIoT ecosystem, leading to more efficient
and effective processes and advanced applications and services that provide increased
value to end-users.

Our future work will be centered on harnessing the full potential of SIoT by prioritizing
the interoperability with other middleware solutions and advancing the development of
new ontologies and reasoning mechanisms. Additionally, we will delve into the exploration
of machine learning and AI techniques’ integration, while also focusing on enhancing
ontology alignment mechanisms. These efforts aim to facilitate the emergence of more
sophisticated and intelligent SIoT applications across a wide range of domains. Another
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future direction for the S2NeTM is to integrate edge computing to enable real-time decision
making and reduce latency. By moving some processing and analysis to the edge, we may
enhance the performance and efficiency of IoT applications. Finally, in future experiments,
we plan to focus on scalability testing. This will involve testing the system’s capabilities in
handling a high volume of data and user requests, ensuring that it can continue to provide
timely and reliable recommendations.
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Appendix A

Appendix A provides the code in RDF format for the Green Route scenario described
in Section 4. This code is presented in a clear and organized manner, using the S2NeTM
ontology to define the classes, instances, and properties used in the scenario. The RDF
format allows for easy exchange of information and interoperability between different
systems, making it a valuable tool for building and sharing knowledge representations.
With the code provided in Appendix A, researchers and practitioners can replicate and
extend the scenario, and use it as a reference for building their own RDF-based systems
and applications.

@prefix S2NetM: <http://www.semanticweb.org/S2NetM/ontologies/2023/3/S2NetM#>
(accessed on 8 May 2023).
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> (accessed on 8 May 2023).

S2NetM:Maria a S2NetM:User;
S2NetM:hasName “Maria”ˆˆxsd:string;
S2NetM:hasLat “37.978132”ˆˆxsd:double;
S2NetM:hasLong “23.727756”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:PeiraeusPort a S2NetM:Location;
S2NetM:hasLat “37.962042”ˆˆxsd:double;
S2NetM:hasLong “23.622687”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:IoTEntity1 a S2NetM:IoTEntity;
S2NetM:hasSensor S2NetM:Sensor1;
S2NetM:hasLat “37.972132”ˆˆxsd:double;
S2NetM:hasLong “23.727756”ˆˆxsd:double.

http://www.semanticweb.org/S2NetM/ontologies/2023/3/S2NetM#
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
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S2NetM:IoTEntity2 a S2NetM:IoTEntity;
S2NetM:hasSensor S2NetM:Sensor2;
S2NetM:hasLat “37.975132”ˆˆxsd:double;
S2NetM:hasLong “23.727756”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:IoTEntity3 a S2NetM:IoTEntity;
S2NetM:hasSensor S2NetM:Sensor2;
S2NetM:hasLat “37.980132”ˆˆxsd:double;
S2NetM:hasLong “23.727756”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:Sensor1 a S2NetM:Sensor;
S2NetM:hasSensorProperty S2NetM:Temperature.

S2NetM:Sensor2 a S2NetM:Sensor;
S2NetM:hasSensorProperty S2NetM:Humidity.

S2NetM:Sensor3 a S2NetM:Sensor;
S2NetM:hasSensorProperty S2NetM:AirQualityIndex.

S2NetM:WebService1 a S2NetM:OpenDataEntity;
S2NetM:hasServiceProperty S2NetM:EnvironmentalDataService.

S2NetM:WebService2 a S2NetM:OpenDataEntity;
S2NetM:hasServiceProperty S2NetM:TrafficDataService.

S2NetM:Sensor1 S2NetM:hasValue “25”ˆˆxsd:double.
S2NetM:Sensor2 S2NetM:hasValue “60”ˆˆxsd:double.
S2NetM:Sensor3 S2NetM:hasValue “0.4”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:IoTEntity1 S2NetM:hasCoLocationRelationshipWith S2NetM:IoTEntity2;
S2NetM:hasLocationProximity “50”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:IoTEntity2 S2NetM:hasCoLocationRelationshipWith S2NetM:IoTEntity3;
S2NetM:hasLocationProximity “10”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:IoTEntity1 S2NetM:hasCoSemanticsRelationshipWith S2NetM:WebService1;
S2NetM:hasSemanticSimilarity “0.8”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:IoTEntity2 S2NetM:hasCoSemanticsRelationshipWith S2NetM:WebService1;
S2NetM:hasSemanticSimilarity “0.7”ˆˆxsd:double.

S2NetM:WebService1 S2NetM:hasCoWorkRelationshipWith S2NetM:WebService2;
S2NetM:hasServiceProximity “30”ˆˆxsd:double.
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